Abstract. aRa is an automatic theorem prover for various kinds of relation algebras. It is based on Gordeev's Reduction Predicate Calculi for n-variable logic (RPCn) which allow first-order finite variable proofs. Employing results from Tarski/Givant and Maddux we can prove validity in the theories of simple semi-associative relation algebras, relation algebras and representable relation algebras using the calculi RPC3, RPC4 and RPCω. aRa, our implementation in Haskell, offers different reduction strategies for RPCn, and a set of simplifications preserving n-variable provability.
Introduction
Relations are an indispensable ingredient in many areas of computer science, such as graph theory, relational databases, logic programming, and semantics of computer programs, to name just a few. So relation algebras -which are extensions of Boolean algebras -form the basis of many theoretical investigations. As they can also be approached from a logic point of view, an application of ATP methods promises to be beneficial.
We follow the lines of Tarski [TG87] , Maddux [Mad83] and Gordeev [Gor95] by converting equations from various relation algebraic theories to finite variable first-order logic sentences. We are then able to apply Gordeev's n-variable calculi RPC n to the transformed formulae.
Our implementation aRa is a prover for the RPC n calculi with a front-end to convert relation algebraic propositions to 3-variable first-order sentences. It implements a fully automatic proof procedure, various reduction strategies, and some simplification rules, to prove theorems in the theories SSA 1 , RA, and RRA.
variables. In [Gor95] the reduction predicate calculi RPC n were introduced. These term rewriting systems reduce valid formulae of n-variable logic to true. n-variable logic comprises only formulae containing no more than n distinct variables, the same restriction applies to RPC n . Moreover, all RPC n formulae are supposed to be in negation normal form. Formulae provable in RPC n are exactly those provable in the standard modus ponens calculus, or, alternatively, the sequent calculus with cut rule, using at most n distinct variables ( [Gor95] , Theorem 3.1 and Corollary). The RPC n rewriting systems consist of the following rules:
Here, L denotes an arbitrary literal, A, B and C are formulae, x and y are individual variables, and t is any term. A term may be a variable or a constant, function symbols do not occur in RPC n . A formula F is provable in RPC n (RPC n F ) iff it can be reduced to true, i.e., iff F * −→ RPC . We call a formula sequence (F 0 , . . . , F n ) a reduction chain if F i −→ RPC F i+1 . A reduction strategy is a computable function that extends a reduction chain by one additional formula. As all essential rules of RPC n are of the form F −→ F ∨ G, and thus no "wrong" reductions are possible, strategies can be used instead of a search procedure. This also means that no backtracking is needed and the RPC n calculi are confluent on the set of valid formulae of n-variable logic.
aRa implements various reduction strategies rather than unrestricted breadthfirst search or iterative deepening.
Translation from Relation Algebra to Predicate Logic. In order to prove formulae in the theory of relation algebra, we follow the idea of [TG87] and transform sentences of relation algebra to 3-variable first-order sentences. The transformation τ xyz is straightforward, where x and y denote the predicate's arguments and z is a free variable. For brevity, we give only part of the definition of τ xyz , for predicate symbols, relative and absolute product ( and ·):
Here, Φ and Ψ stand for arbitrary relation algebraic expressions. A sentence Φ = Ψ from relation algebra is then translated by τ into an equivalence expression of first-order logic, a relational inclusion Φ ≤ Ψ into an implication:
We can simulate proofs in various theories of relation algebra by using the following tight link between n-variable logic and relation algebras proved by Maddux (see, e.g., [Mad83] ):
1. A sentence is valid in every semi-associative relation algebra (SA) iff its translation can be proved in 3-variable logic. 2. A sentence is valid in every relation algebra (RA) iff its translation can be proved in 4-variable logic. 3. A sentence is valid in every representable relation algebra (RRA) iff its translation can be proved in ω-variable logic.
We have to restrict SA in case of 3-variable logic to its simple variant SSA, as RPC n -as well as the more familiar Hilbert-Bernays first-order formalismcontains only the simple Leibniz law. Compared to the generalized Leibniz law used in Tarski's and Maddux's formalisms, this simple schema is finitely (i.e., as an axiom) representable in RPC n . The corresponding refinement is not necessary in case of RA and RRA, as the generalized Leibniz law for 3-variable formulae is deducible from its simple form in RPC 4 , and thus in RPC ω (see, e.g., [Gor99] ).
Implementation
The aRa prover is a Haskell implementation of the RPC n calculi with a front end to transform relation algebraic formulae to first-order logic. It offers different reduction strategies and a set of additional simplification rules. Most of these simplification rules preserve n-variable provability and can thus be used for SSAand RA-proofs.
Input Language. The aRa system is capable of proving theorems of the form {E 1 , . . . E n } E, where E and E i are relation algebraic equations or inclusions.
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Each equation in turn may use the connectives for relative and absolute sum and product, negation, conversion, and arbitrary predicates, among them the absolute and relative unit and the absolute zero as predefined predicates.
The translation of a relational conjecture of the form {E 1 , . . . E n } E to first-order logic is done in accordance with Tarski's deduction theorem for L × ([TG87], 3.3):
To give an impression of how the actual input looks like, we show the representation of Dedekind's rule (Q R) · S ≤ (Q · (S R )) (R · (Q S)) as a conjecture for aRa:
|-(Q@R)*S < (Q*(S@R^))@(R*(Q^@S));
Literal and Reduction Tracking. To guarantee completeness of the deterministic proof search introduced by reduction strategies, we employ the technique of reduction tracking in our implementation. The idea is as follows: While successively constructing the reduction chain, record the first appearance of each reduction possibility 4 and track the changes performed on it. A strategy is complete, if each reduction possibility is eventually considered.
Literal tracking is used by the LP reduction strategy described later. It keeps track of the positions of certain literal occurrences during part of the proof.
Reduction Strategies. We implemented a trivial strategy based on the reduction tracking idea described above and several variants of a literal tracking strategy. The latter select a pair of complementary literals (and therefore are called LP strategies) that can be disposed of by a series of reduction steps. In order to find such pairs, an equation system is set up (similar to unification) that is solvable iff there is a reduction sequence that moves the literals (or one of their descendants) into a common disjunction. Then, RPC reductions are selected according to the equation system to make the literal pair vanish.
Additional Simplification Rules. To improve proof search behavior we added some simple rules and strategies to the RPC n calculus that preserve n-provability:
Simplification rule 3 is applied only initially, before the actual proof search starts. Rules 5 and 7 are used to keep formula sizes smaller during proof search, where rule 5 is a special form of (R6) that has the purpose to accelerate introduction of so far unused variables.
Moreover, there are two additional simplification rules that, however, may change n-provability: (1) partial Skolemization to remove ∀-quantifiers and (2) replacement of free variables by new constants.
Experimental Results
We made some experiments with our implementation on a Sun Enterprise 450 Server running at 400 MHz. The Glasgow Haskell Compiler, version 4.04, was used to translate our source files. In Table 1 the results of our tests are summarized. The problem class directly corresponds to the number of variables used for the proof, as indicated at the end of Section 2. In the last three columns the following information is given: the number of proofs that the problem consists of, the total number of RPC-reductions 5 , and the total proof time in milliseconds. The first letter in the strategy column is "L" for the normal LP reduction strategy and "A" for the LP strategy with priority for the additional ∀-simplification rule. The second letter corresponds to the selection of disjunctive subformulae, i.e., A in rule (R4) and B in rule (R6). The strategy indicated by letter "I" selects a minimal suitable disjunction, "A" a maximal one.
The proof of Corollary 2.19 from [CT51] reveals an unexpectedly long runtime, which is reduced considerably by allowing more variables for the proof and thus switching to RRA. By using aRa, many small and medium-sized theorems in various relation algebras could be proved. Formulae not containing the relative unit predicate can be handled quite efficiently, other formulae suffer from the fact that neither the RPC n calculi nor the aRa prover offer a special treatment of equality.
Compared with other implementations [HBS94, vOG97, DG98] , the most obvious differences are the automatic proof procedure using reduction strategies and the translation to the RPC n calculi. The RALF system [HBS94] offers no automatic proof search, but has particular strengths in proof presentation. RALL [vOG97] is based on HOL and Isabelle, and thus is able to deal with higher order constructs. It also offers an experimental automatic mode using Isabelle's tactics. δRA is a Display Logic calculus for relation algebra, and its implementation [DG98] is based on Isabelle's metalogic. It also offers an automatic mode using Isabelle's tactics.
aRa can also be used to generate proofs in ordinary first-order logic and in restricted variable logics. As aRa is the initial implementation of a new calculus, we expect that further progress is very well possible. Implementation of new strategies or built-in equality may be viable directions for improvement.
Availability. The aRa system is available as source and binary distribution from www-sr.informatik.uni-tuebingen.de/~sinz/ARA.
